
EXPLORE LOGITECH’S ACCESSORIES 
OPTIMIZED FOR APPLE
Award-winning accessories that are conceived, designed, and built for everything Apple.

THE POWER OF MX. OPTIMIZED FOR MAC.
MORE SPEED, MORE PRECISION, MORE PERFORMANCE. 

The MX Series for Mac has been designed, developed, and engineered with Mac users in mind. MX Master 3 for Mac and MX Keys for Mac 
are finished in an unmistakable Space Gray while MX Anywhere 3 for Mac is available in in Pale Grey. All three products deliver more 
speed and precision you ever thought possible. Combined, they make the perfect pair for your iMac, MacBook, and iPad setup.

CRAFTED FOR DIGITAL CREATIVES 

The MX Series for Mac is designed for advanced creative professionals. Easy to use and packing a powerful performance punch,  
Logitech’s products empower users to reach their full potential.

DESIGN: Perfect stroke keys with rounded key shapes ensuring 
every stroke is fluid, natural, and accurate

DESIGN: Maximum comfort with a palm-shaped silhouette DESIGN: Low profile, compact design contoured to the shape of 
your palm finished in a modern Pale Grey

PERFORMANCE: Reduced typing noise and a superior tactile response PERFORMANCE: Ultra-quiet and intuitive with customizable gesture 
buttons

PERFORMANCE: A machined steel wheel offers premium tactility and a 
dynamic inertia you feel but don’t hear

CUSTOMIZATION: Customizable row of Fn keys that can be tailored to 
specific creative workflows

CUSTOMIZATION: Logitech software allows customizations for main and 
side scrolling for a more intuitive and faster workflow 

CUSTOMIZATION: Work faster with predefined customizations optimized for 
your favorite apps, like single button click for mute and 
video play back in Zoom or Microsoft Teams

PRECISION AND 
COMFORT: 

Matte surface coating ensures fingers glide effortlessly 
across the keyboard

PRECISION AND 
COMFORT: 

MagSpeed™ Electromagnetic scrolling so precise it can 
stop on a pixel

PRECISION AND 
COMFORT: 

The near-silent MagSpeed™ Electromagnetic can 
scroll 1,000 lines a second while silicone side grips offer 
maximum comfort

WORK 
ANYWHERE: 

Backlight for bright and sharp characters even in the 
dark

WORK 
ANYWHERE: 

Precision tracking on virtually any surface – even glass2 WORK 
ANYWHERE: 

Designed for ultimate portability and go-anywhere 
comfort, the MX Anywhere 3 for Mac tracks on virtually 
any surface, even glass2

EASY-SWITCH 
PAIRING: 

The press of an Easy-Switch™ button removes the steps 
needed to pair, allowing users to easily move between 
typing and scrolling on their Mac, iPad, or iPhone

EASY-SWITCH 
PAIRING: 

The press of an Easy-Switch™ button removes the steps 
needed to pair, allowing users to easily move between 
typing and scrolling on their Mac, iPad, or iPhone

EASY-SWITCH 
PAIRING: 

Pair your MX mouse with up to three devices like a laptop, 
desktop or tablet and switch between them with the press 
of an Easy-Switch™ button

USB-C TO USB-C 
RECHARGING: 

Use MX Keys for up to 10 days on a full charge, or up to  
5 months with backlighting turned off3

USB-C TO USB-C 
RECHARGING: 

Stay powered with MX Master 3 for up to 70 days on a full 
charge with three hours of use from a one-minute charge3 

USB-C TO USB-C 
RECHARGING: 

Enjoy uninterrupted productivity for up to 70 days on a full 
charge and three hours from a one-minute charge3

SMART 
CONTROLS: 

Smart illumination use proximity sensors to detect 
hand movement, then fades to save power when  
the user leaves

SMART 
CONTROLS: 

Switch desktops, launch Mission Control, and open 
Launchpad by simply holding the gesture button

SMART 
CONTROLS: 

Perfectly placed buttons enable you to move back and 
forward, while the mode shift button allows manual 
toggling between Ratchet and Free-Spinning

CONNECTIVITY: CONNECTIVITY: CONNECTIVITY:

ACCESSORIES MASTERED FOR MAC

DID YOU KNOW?
Decades of Logitech expertise have 
gone into designing Perfect Stroke keys. 
Spherical keys match the roundness of 
fingertips and provide a natural feeling 
of accuracy wherever they’re stroked.

DID YOU KNOW?
Logitech’s Darkfield™ 4000 DPI sensor 
enables tracking on any surface - 
even glass. This makes the MX Master 
3 faster and 5x more precise than a 
regular Logitech mouse1.  

DID YOU KNOW?
The MX Anywhere 3 MagSpeed wheel 
automatically shifts from line-by-line 
scrolling to free-spinning when you 
scroll faster allowing users to move 
up to 1,000 lines in a second.  

MX MASTER 3 FOR MAC
INSTANT PRECISION AND ULTRA-FAST SCROLLING 

MX ANYWHERE 3 FOR MAC
ULTIMATE VERSATILITY, REMARKABLE PERFORMANCE 

MX KEYS FOR MAC
CRAFTED FOR EFFICIENCY, STABILITY, AND PRECISION 



The K380 for Mac delivers a design forward compact layout, bringing all the comfort and convenience of desktop typing to your Apple devices. Its 
compact design makes it perfect for small spaces and on-the-go creatives – who’ll love its lightweight portability. Perfect for multi-task typing on 
your MacBook, iPad, or iPhone, the K380 offers a natural, fluid typing experience thanks to scooped, low-profile scissor keys on a familiar Mac layout.

DESIGN: A compact Apple-specific keyboard fits seamlessly into the Apple ecosystem and elevates the Mac experience

PERFORMANCE: Fluid, quiet typing on a flow-enabled keyboard

CUSTOMIZATION: Customizable Mac keys for favorite shortcuts

EASY-SWITCH PAIRING: Remove the steps needed to pair with Easy-Switch™, and enjoy multi-task typing with your MacBook, iPad, or iPhone.

BATTERY LIFE: Battery-saving sleep mode with two years worry-free battery life

SMART CONTROLS: Set battery notifications with Logitech Options software

CONNECTIVITY:

K380: OPTIMIZED FOR EVERYTHING APPLE
SOPHISTICATED FUNCTIONALITY THAT POWERS CREATIVE PERFORMANCE

K380 MULTI DEVICE KEYBOARD 
COMPACT COMFORT, MINIMLAIST DESIGN 

DID YOU KNOW?
K380 offers a more ergonomic  
way of working. 

Its extra-small footprint allows the 
mouse to be placed closer to the 
keyboard, for less arm reaching 
and better body posture.

LOGITECH OPTIONS SOFTWARE ENHANCES CREATIVE 
WORKFLOWS WITH MICE AND KEYBOARDS.

Logitech Options software offers countless customization options with the most popular desktop applications.  Photoshop 
creatives can easily adjust brush sizes, Excel users can swiftly move across large spreadsheets, and web surfers can quickly 
navigate between tabs with this simple to use free software.

ONE FLOW ACROSS MULTIPLE COMPUTERS
Effortlessly transfer documents, images, text and files between multiple Mac or PC computers using Logitech Options 
software to support seamless flows across devices.

1.   Without an Electromagnetic scroll wheel   2. 4mm minimum glass thickness  3. Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions 

For the past 35 years, Logitech been a global market leader delivering solutions that align to customer needs.  
Logitech’s Mac series of products is no exception. 

Thoughtful design combined with unmatched advanced features unleash potential for Mac enthusiasts, 
enabling the creation and delivery of high quality work - with familiar tools that are easy to use.  

35 YEARS OF PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING INNOVATION


